
Objectives 

Modern cars host highly developed technologies, such as infotainment systems and e-call boxes, routinely connected to
the Internet. This increases the possible attack surface, and a number of examples of remotely hijacked cars exist. Cars
may also collect drivers’ (or passengers’) personal data, hence privacy becomes a concern.

COSCA reaches its aim through 4 technical objectives:

1. Summary of modern car drivers’ privacy 
perceptions and trust concerns

Risks must not be presupposed, they must be
assessed. This is especially true for risks
affecting car security and drivers’ privacy. A
structured, standard risk assessment
methodology ought to be used to
qualitatively assess such risks, then prioritise
them and ultimately mitigate them.

COnceptualising Secure CArs

Summary 

COSCA outputs a conceptual Framework for car security, drivers’ privacy and trust enhancement, thus orienting the
Next Generation Internet at its core. COSCA is a European project selected in the H2020 competitive selection N°
825618 - NGI_TRUST 2nd Open Call - 2019002.

Android Auto is perhaps the best example
demonstrating the integration of cars with
the Internet. A scenario could leverage a
hacked car. We must understand and gather
what types of data categories cars are
collecting - and their manufacturers are
treating - notably if these include special
categories according to GDPR

There would be limited use in addressing a
problem that drivers did not feel. Despite a
few recent headlines on attacks to real cars,
there is limited literature demonstrating how
drivers feel about their privacy in their cars
and what level of trust they pose e.g. in the
interconnected infotainment.

Notably, the relevant literature features a few
prototypes of security protocols over CAN
bus communication as well as a few realistic
proofs of concept on possible attacks.
However, a holistic view of the subject
matter and its security and privacy problems
is currently not available. The COSCA
framework will provide that view.
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4. Conceptual framework for car security 
and drivers’ privacy

3. Assessment of car security risks and 
drivers’ privacy risks

2. Classification of types of data treated by 
modern car manufacturers
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